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In the recent years enormous efforts have gone into 
higher order QCD calculations of physical quantities. 
example: Moch, Vermaseren, Vogt

hep-ph/0403192, Nucl. Phys. B688 (2004) 101
hep-ph/0404111, Nucl. Phys. B691 (2004) 129
hep-ph/0504242, Nucl. Phys. B724 (2005) 3

Motivation: 
Search for signals of “New Physics” requires good 
knowledge of the conventional one. 





Observable: nucleon structure functions

hard scattering 
cross section

quark distribution
functions

QED:

LO:



NLO:

in terms of polylogarithmic
functions



NNLO:

just one coefficient 
function takes 10 full
pages like this one! 



The questions I want to address:

Do we understand theoretical ambiguities resulting
from using finite order perturbative approximants?
What is the theoretical uncertainty of these
calculations?
How it relates to the (enormously complicated)
NNLO and higher order calculations?

There can be no definite answer to these questions 
but contrary to the situation two decades ago, when
people like Stevenson, Grunberg and Brodsky developed
different approaches to resolving the ambiguities of
finite order QCD calculations, these questions are now 
largely ignored and common inertia has set in.



For a number of interesting physical quantities measu-
red at HERA and TEVATRON the ambiguities resulting 
from the freedom in the choice of the renormalization 
and factorization scales 
prevent us from drawing conclusions on the presence of 
signals of new physics, like the BFKL dynamics.

One might hope that at much higher energies available 
at the LHC, perturbative QCD predictions will be much 
more stable. In this talk 

I will argue that this is not always the case
and that the problem of scale/scheme setting may 
hinder even such important and seemingly clean 
observables like the ttbar production cross section.



Perturbative calculations involve a number of variables 
that emerge in the proces of renormalization and facto-
rization procedures due to ambiguities in the definition 
of the renormalized couplant and dressed PDF and FF.

Physics is independent of these ambiguities provided 
perturbative expansions are taken to all orders, but 
they matter if these expansions are truncated. 

At any finite order perturbative QCD yields a function 
of the associated free parameters. Their choice is an 
integral part of any application of PQCD.  

The calculations themselves can be carried out for any 
set of these parameters as transformig the results 
from one set to another is simple and straightforward.



Renormalized couplant πα /sa ≡
renormalization scale

arbitrary!

But even for a given r.h.s. there is an infinite number 
of solutions differing by the choice of initial condition.

choice of ck,k>1 and therenormalization scheme (RS):

initial condition specified, for instance, by ΛRS, where

∞=Λ= )( RSa µ )/( RSaa Λ= µ⇒
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instead of µ and c2 we can use a and c2

a
a
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NLO NNLOLO

Which point to choose?

different
energies
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Parton distribution functions

arbitrary!

factorization scale

quark singlet, non-
singlet and gluon 
distribution function

Splitting functions

Similarly for fragmentation functions



Observables
Factorization procedure: cross sections of physical 
processes can be written as convolutions of
PDF, FF and partonic hard cross sections
generic expression for hard collision of particles A, B
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cancellation of factorization scale dependence
(usually Ma=Mb)

Renormalization scale µ enters only when partonic hard 
scattering cross section is expanded in PQCD
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Scales and schemes appear due to ambiguities in 
the treatment of singularities at

short distances: renormalization scale and scheme
long distances: factorization scale and scheme

Dependence on scales has intuitively clear physical 
interpretation but their choice is insufficient to 
unambiguously specify perturbative calculations, as
the schemes are as important as the scales!!

In other words, the existence of “natural physical 
scale” of a given hard process does not help in
resolving the scale/scheme setting problem.  



The common practice of identifying µ=M and setting
it equal to some “natural scale” Q has no justification 
apart from simplicity (Politzer, 1987).
Moreover, the conventional way of estimating theore-
tical uncertainty due to scale choice, i.e. plotting the 
band of results corresponding to 

makes little sense because it
depends on selected scheme
is actually misleading: at LOarbitrary number
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i.e. LO predictions would appear to have very small 
“uncertainty” at short distances, which is nonsense.



So how should we proceed?

Make a choice of scales and schemes, based on some
general idea, and look whether it leads to meaningful
phenomenology for wide range of processes. 

Such investigation makes sense even if one does not 
subscribe to PMS!

Keep the renormalization and factorization scales 
µ and M as independent parameters and investigate 
the dependence of perturbative results on these 
parameters in the whole (µ,M) plane, looking for 
regions of local stability.





Principle of Minimal Sensitivity (PMS, Stevenson):
scales and schemes chosen at points of local stability
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Effective Charges (EC, Grunberg):
earlier also called “Fastest apparent convergence”
scales and schemes chosen at points where all higher
order contributions vanish
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Brodsky-Lepage-McKenzie (BLM): 
mimics QED, applicable to renormalization scale only



Inclusive particle production in γ*p collisions
an example how the scale dependence can mar the 
searches for signals of “new physics”
Forward pions in ep collisions has been suggested by 
A. Mueller as a process where the BFKL effects,
characteristic for low x region, should be manifest.

But due to large scale dependence, we cannot distinguish

BFKL direct γ resolved γ needed?or merely or  

Conventional choice identifies four different scales!!
2 2 2 2 2 2 2( )p h TM M M Q Eγµ κ= = = = +

p-factorization
γ γ-factorization

fragmentation
γ renormalization photon virtuality

pion ET



π0 and charged 
hadrons spectra
compared to 
H1(99) data.

A factor of 2
difference

Agreement for
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“moderate unphysical scale variations lead to a 
satisfactory description of the HERA data”

Kniehl, Kramer and Maniatis 05The optimists:

GeV5.3≥Tp



Aurenche, Basu, Fontannaz, Godbole 05The realists:

analyzed the same data 
on forward π0 taking into 
account the resolved 
virtual photon as well
and setting as default 

2 2 2 2
TM Q Eµ = = + H1 π0

NLO resolved

Large instability is observed when varying independently
the renormalization and fragmentation scales.
This prevents a really quantitative prediction for the
single pion inclusive distribution in the forward region.

A factor of 2 difference 
from Kniehl et al.



But this was at relatively low (transverse) 
energy, perhaps at much larger transverse 
energies available at the LHC the situation 
will be better. 

It may, but not always!

In the following I will discuss the ttbar
production at LHC using the NLO code of  

Frixione&Mangano: 
Nucl. Phys. B483 (1997), 321



What is wrong with the conventional 
assumption µ=M?

It fakes stability where there is none!
It leads away from regions of genuine stability

Sometimes

LO prediction for GeV64at ),,,( =→ ssMbbpptot µσ

µ=M



saddle

conventionalGeV64at =sbb 22
bT mEM +==µ



TeV8.1at =sbb



TeV8.1at =stt

10-15% difference



TeV14at =stt

30-40% difference phenomenologically significant



Backup



Do ambiguities decrease at higher orders?

The usual claim that at higher orders the ambiguities
of finite order perturbative approximations decrease
is not true, because at each order of perturbation 
theory additional new free parameters, namely

β-function coefficients and splitting functions

do appear. We can ignore them and continue to work 
in the conventional (renormalization and factorization) 
schemes, which reflect our preference for dimensional 
regularization, but this does not make the mentioned 
claim true.  
Note, that it makes no sense to compare functions of 
different number of variables.









Mp

MF

µ

Mγ

very different
dependences



From A. Vogt’s talk at PHOTON05:


